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 Specifically how aggressive should I be on the lower end of the deck.
 In this case if I have 13 and the dealer is showing a 3 what is the right play?
The book says stay in this situation.
 In the past I&#39;ve always followed that advice without any question since in 

general I play a conservative game and it basically made sense.
 2/3 and ended up on the losing end more often than not.
 a dealer showing 3 as the book recommends.
So in this situation I have &gt;60% chance of staying in the hand when taking a 

card vs.
 My odds of improving my hand to a quality hand (18+) are 31%.
This list outlines some of the best Tipsters and Groups available on Telegram an

d what makes each unique.
101GG Telegram Group
Toss Match Prediction
Toss Match Prediction is dedicated to finding wagers with accurate predictions.
 They have members from across the globe who are part of the regular group and V

IP members who pay a subscription fee.
 They have a long history of being profitable in these areas and help new users 

with staking their best.
A Telegram Betting Group allows a selection of people to share their views on pr

edictions and tops in the world of sport.
Once you select the Group or Channel you want to enter, click the join button to

 become a member.
 If it is for money or a prize to be taken from the loser, then this is gambling

 and is haram.
&quot; Classed as sahih by al-Albani in Sahih Abi Dawud and elsewhere.
It says in al-Mawsu&#39;ah al-Fiqhiyyah (23/171): Betting or wagering may mean s

everal things, one of which is taking risks.
And Allah is the source of strength.
 May Allah send blessings and peace upon our Prophet Muhammad and his family and

 companions.
 This betting comes under the heading of gambling, of which Allah, may He be exa

lted, says (interpretation of the meaning):
What this refers to is gambling, such as saying: If such and such happens, then 

I owe you such and such, and if such and such happens, then you owe me such and 

such, or if So and so comes, you owe me such and such, but if he does not come, 

I owe you such and such, or if what you have is a stone or gold â�� or whatever th

e issue that they are arguing about and betting on is.
&quot;
The most basic way to bet on football is a straight bet on the pointspread.
 This means that the favored team must win by a stipulated number of points or t

he underdog will receive that number of points.
Football Betting Example TIME BET  TEAM LINE TOTAL MONEY 1:00 PM 101 WASHINGTON 

42 +140 102 PHILADELPHIA -3 -160
 If Philadelphia wins by exactly three points, it is considered a wagering tie o

r &quot;push&quot; for wagering purposes and all straight bets on the pointsprea

d are refunded.
Bettors also have the option of wagering on a team to win the game without the u

se of the pointspread; the margin of victory does not matter.
 Totals may also be used in parlays.
 The most popular variety of parlay card is the &quot;1/2 point&quot; card, in w

hich &#189;-point pointspreads are used, eliminating the possibility of a wageri

ng tie.TEASERS
 Football and basketball can be mixed on the same teaser.
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